GENZPRO Device Testing Protocol
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Enter the offline password by typing “admin1234”.
Press “
” button to proceed.
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Enter patient related information stated as
“Patient ID”, “Patient Name”, “Birth Date”,
“Gender”, “Mail Address” within the boxes.
Press “
” button to proceed.
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After the calibration step, replace the calibration chip
with the test chip containing your sample and make sure
that sliding drawer is pushed into the device before
pressing next. After the replacement, press “Next”
button to start the test preparation. Testing procedure
will be started automatically after a short peparation
process that approximately take 10 seconds.
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On the main menu, press “Patient Test” to start the
testing procedure.
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After confirming the patient details, a notification
indicating that “Calibration is needed. Please insert the
calibration chip and press OK.” will be displayed. Insert
the calibration chip to the sliding drawer before
pressing OK button. Make sure that the sliding
drawer is pushed into the device, then press “OK”
button to start the calibration procedure.
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Results will be displayed at the end of the testing
process, which takes 5 minutes in total. Press
“Next Test” button to return to the main menu and
start a new Patient Test.

Biochip Preperation Protocol

To prepare the Test Chip, follow the instructions below:
1 - Take the reagents from refrigerator and allow it to warm to room temperature in approximately 10-15
minutes. Open the sealed package of the biochip and place on a clean surface. Do not hold or touch the
channel region of the biochip. Do not rotate, shake or turn aside the biochip during testing procedure.
2 - To test the sample, first place 15 μL of Dilution Reagent (D) into a microtube and add 15 μL of
sample. Gently pipette 5-6 times to have an homogeneous mixture.
3 - Take 15 μL of the sample mixture and dispense into the biochip through dispensing hole. Be sure that
sample mixture fills the channel. lncubate for 4 minutes at room temperature.
4 - Dispense 50 μL of Washing Reagent (W) into the channel. Use moderate dispensing speed.
5 - Dispense 50 μL of Enzyme (E) into the channel. Use moderate dispensing speed. lncubate 2 minutes
at room temperature.
6 - Dispense 50 μL of Washing Reagent (W) into the channel. Use moderate dispensing speed.
7 - Shake the Substrate (S) tube 5-6 times just before using. Beads inside the tube will mix the solution.
Slowly, take 50 μL Substrate (S) from the tube and dispense it into the channel. Substrate solution is
viscous, therefore aspirating and dispensing actions should be conducted slowly. Be sure pipetle tip is full
of S reagent after aspirating from the tube. It is enough to wait 10 seconds after starting to dispense into the
channel with a pipette, it is not necessary to give whole 50 μL of the substrate solution into the channel.
8 - Test chip will be ready for the testing process. Make sure that the test chip is placed into the sliding
drawer of GENZPRO Device while the dispensing hole of the chip is facing upwards, as soon as possible.
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